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Abstract—This study presents findings from an anal-
ysis of a newly developed corpus, CYBY23, focused
on cyberbullying, aiming to comprehensively examine
labeled cyberbullying threads on the social media
platform Twitter, with a specific emphasis on the role
of bystanders. Previous corpora used for automatic
cyberbullying detection have primarily focused on the
main posts, disregarding the threaded responses. Con-
sequently, these studies have overlooked valuable infor-
mation regarding the involvement of bystanders, which
is crucial for enhancing the accuracy of cyberbullying
detection. This study addresses this gap by incorpo-
rating bystander roles within the corpus, resulting
in significant impact on annotators’ perception and
classification of cyberbullying instances. The findings
suggest promising prospects for improved automated
cyberbullying detection. Notably, the most frequently
observed bystander roles align with the content of
the main post. Surprisingly, impartial bystanders are
most prevalent in cyberbullying threads characterized
by high levels of aggression. This article provides
a detailed analysis of the annotation process and
examines the influence of bystanders roles in greater
depth.

Index Terms—cyberbully, bystander roles, dataset,
aggression, bystander-labelled corpus
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bullying is defined as an intentional form of
aggression that occurs repeatedly, either by an indi-
vidual or a group of individuals. Victims of bullying
are usually those who have difficulty resisting such
behaviour [1]. In parallel, cyberbullying is the elec-
tronic extension of traditional bullying, perpetrated
through various forms of electronic communication
[2]. Twitter is one of the most common data sources
used by many studies to identify cyberbullying in
various electronic media [3]. For example, Twitter
is a leading social networking platform where cy-
berbullying occurs constantly because it provides
users with an easy platform to communicate their
emotions, thoughts and viewpoints.

Furthermore, it is important to note that user-
generated content and associated metadata are pub-
licly available on the Twitter platform. The nature
of Twitter, with its continuous conversational con-
text, makes it easy for bystanders to participate in
cyberbullying conversations.

To contribute to the prevention of cyberbullying
incidents, we propose a novel and detailed analysis
of our dataset that publicly available [4], which
includes labeled Twitter threads with bystanders’
features. Unlike earlier cyberbullying datasets that
mainly focus on identifying cyberbullying indica-
tions in individual tweets, our dataset allows for
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the classification of cyberbullying threads based on
different levels of aggression and the classification
of bystanders’ roles.

By examining the entire conversational context,
including the main post and the replies along with
the roles of bystanders, we can effectively deter-
mine the level of aggression in cyberbullying con-
tent. This comprehensive analysis helps prevent the
spread and impact of cyberbullying while enabling a
proper distinction between cyberbullying and cyber
aggression. Figure 1 provides an illustration of the
multi-class labels for cyberbullying and bystanders’
roles. In this analysis, we will use phrases such as
”users who agree with the main post” or ”users who
disagree with the main post” instead of ”instigators”
or ”defenders,” respectively*. The present study
examines the aggressive level of cyberbullying based
on the entire thread of tweets, including the main
post and the replies associated with bystanders’
roles.

Obtaining a more accurate measure of aggression
level in the corpus is crucial for understanding cy-
berbullying incidents. Analyzing the entire thread of
tweets is essential because words can have different
influences and meanings depending on the context.
However, labeling real-world data is challenging due
to the unstructured nature of tweets, which often
contain slang and incorrect language. To overcome
this challenge, we labeled a limited sample of
Twitter threads to make the labeling process more
manageable.

Our approach helps the machine algorithm gain a
comprehensive understanding of the conversational
context surrounding the main post, enabling better
detection of cyberbullying. In this study, we aim
to answer two research questions by analyzing The
CYBY23 dataset:

• (RQ1): Do annotators alter their classification
of main posts after identifying the roles of
bystanders in the replies?

• (RQ2): What are the most common types
of bystander roles observed in cyberbullying
threads?

By addressing these questions, we aim to enhance
our understanding of cyberbullying dynamics and

*This choice is made because the annotation process for
bystanders’ roles is applied even in aggression threads.

Fig. 1: The idea of a multi-class cyberbullying
label and a multi-class bystanders’ roles label. “A”:
stands for person who agree with the main post,
”D”: stands for person who disagree with the main
post, ”I”: stands for person who is not taking any
sides(Impartial), and “O”: stands for person who is
posting unrelated replies(Other). The figure coded
with “0”,”1”, “2” in parallel with aggression with-
out indication of bullying class, cyberbullying with
low aggression class, and cyberbullying with high
aggression class respectively.

improve the effectiveness of cyberbullying detection
methods. These research questions aim to investigate
the impact of bystanders’ roles on the classifica-
tion of cyberbullying incidents and the usefulness
of incorporating this feature in detection models.
Additionally, the study aims to identify the prevalent
types of bystander roles observed in cyberbullying
threads. By addressing these questions, we can gain
insights into the dynamics of cyberbullying and
develop improved strategies for its detection and
prevention.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Previous research has extensively focused on de-
veloping efficient and accurate methods for cyber-
bullying detection. However, these studies predom-
inantly utilized datasets that were labeled solely
based on isolated comments, overlooking the in-
volvement and roles of bystanders. To the best of our
knowledge, none of the existing studies have specif-
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ically investigated the influence of bystander roles
on the severity of bullying behavior. Table I presents
an overview of studies that discuss cyberbullying
participants in a general context, but none of them
have incorporated multiple categories for labeling
bullying instances based on aggression levels and
fine-grained labels for bystander roles.

TABLE I: Summary of Related Studies.

Dataset’s Source Labels
[5] positive sentiment commenters, and

negative sentiment commenters
[6] Not bullying” “harasser,” “victim,”

“bystander-defender”
[7] bully, victim, reporter (who reports a

bully event on social media), accuser
(who accuses someone of bullying), and
other.

[8] aggressive, bullying, spam, normal
users

[9] sender–receiver as a proxy for bully and
victim

III. DATA COLLECTION

we did a preliminary analysis of our labeled
dataset from twitter, called CYBY23. The data was
collected using Twitter API, See our previous work
[4] for the detailed methodology for data collection.

IV. CYBERBULLYING LABELING

In this section, we explain the design and method-
ology for labeling the selected set of twitter threads.
In Twitter, each thread consists of a main post and
the corresponding replies for the main post. For
example, Figure 1 illustrated a twitter thread. Such
a thread was used in the labeling process, in which
labelers were shown both the main post and the
associated replies in order to make determinations
for the level of aggression in cyberbullying instances
and type of bystanders’ roles in the replies.

We designed simple google forms each includes
10 twitter threads with varying numbers of replies.
The questions are simplified and the selections are
supplied with explanations to help human contrib-
utors identify whether the thread constituted an
act of cyberaggression or cyberbullying. In order
to assist annotators in accurately categorize online
behavior, we divided the annotation scheme into
three levels. The first level is the main post level.

(a) main post level (b) bystanders’ replies level

(c) whole thread level

Fig. 2: Sample of twitter thread that designed in
coordinate to annotation levels

Here, annotators were given only the main post and
the task of determining whether the analyzed post
showed signs of bullying. They were provided with
a three-point scale (0-1-2) to assign an aggression
score, as described in [10]. The second level is
the level of replies. Annotators were given the all
replies and asked to identify the roles of bystanders.
Finally, at the thread level, annotators were given
the entire thread and the opportunity to change the
aggression score after reading the main post the
replies, and evaluating the bystander roles. This
approach enables annotators to share their insight
before and after a comprehensive analysis of online
behavior. Each thread was then labeled by annota-
tors that were asked questions in follow to the levels
described above as shown in figure 2.

To ensure unbiased and achieve high level of
agreement, we increased the number of annotators
per thread from 3 to 5, which led to obtain sub-
stantial agreement among the annotators [4]. These
annotators were selected from different age groups
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and countries, representing diverse cultures similar
to real users of Twitter’s social network, see figure
3 & 4. However, the annotators were required to
be proficient in English (the language of the data
samples).

Fig. 3: Illustration of the frequencies of gender and
age among our data annotators.

Fig. 4: The geographic heat map shows the diverse
cultural backgrounds of our data annotators.

V. ANALYTIC APPROACH AND RESEARCH
QUESTIONS

In this section, we provide an overview analysis
and highlight the features that emphasize the impor-
tance of this particular dataset.

A. Analysis of Annotators’ Perspectives Before and
After Examining Bystanders’ Roles

To answer the research question 1, we conducted
a statistical comparison of annotations at level 1
and level 3 in our annotation scheme. The changes
in the decision of class labels after examining the
bystanders’ roles are listed in Figure 5. Consistent
with our hypothesis, 62.5% of the data underwent
changes after annotators identified the roles of by-
standers, with the majority transitioning from the
aggression class to the bullying with low aggression
class, accounting for 82.86% of the changes.

The propagation of aggression from the main
posts to the replies prompts annotators to reclassify
a thread as bullying instead of aggression. This
observation aligns with previous studies that have
highlighted the influence of bystanders’ behavior
in response to prosocial or antisocial incidents.
Bystanders’ behavior is socially influenced and can
be affected by their experiences with offensive
comments, leading to peer pressure and engage-
ment in antisocial behavior [11], [12]. This pro-
vides a justification for the spread of aggression
in replies due to bystander contagion [13], which
results in annotators changing their classification
from aggression to bullying after examining the
replies. Additionally, considering the entire thread,
including both main posts and replies, greatly assists
annotators in evaluating the criteria for defining
cyberbullying. Examining the complete thread helps
annotators understand the intent behind the use of
specific phrases, which may have multiple meanings
depending on the context.

Furthermore, our dataset revealed that all the
posts that did not undergo any changes in clas-
sification after considering the roles of bystanders
at level 3 of our annotation scheme belonged to
the aggression category, representing 29.46% of the
total. Additionally, 54.46% of instances classified as
cyberbullying at the third level of our annotation
scheme were initially categorized as aggression.
This high percentage indicates that these instances
could potentially be misclassified as aggression if
a cyberbullying detection model is trained solely
based on individual tweets without considering the
roles of bystanders.
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(a) change-of-mind of the bullying with high aggres-
sion class

(b) change-of-mind of the bullying with low aggression
class

(c) change-of-mind of the aggression without indica-
tion of bullying class

Fig. 5: Full list of change-of-mind in the annotation
decision of class label after inspecting bystanders’
roles.**

B. Analysis of the Frequency of Bystanders’ Roles

To answer the research question 2: figure 6
represents the distribution of bystanders’ roles in
the classes based on the aggression level of the
threads. As anticipated, we observed that bystanders
who agree with the main posts(A) and those who
remain impartial(I) are the most frequent in threads
classified as aggression and cyberbullying with low
aggression, as depicted in Figure 6 (a, b).

However, contrary to our expectations, we found
that impartial bystanders are most prevalent in cy-
berbullying threads with high aggression, as shown
in Figure 6 (c). Several factors can explain this
specific observation: Firstly, our dataset has lim-
ited instances of cyberbullying with high aggression
class, comprising only 11.6% of the total. Therefore,
it is challenging to make generalizations about the
behavior of bystanders based on this small subset.
Secondly, instances of cyberbullying with high ag-
gression often involve explicit and severe forms of
online harassment, such as threats and encourage-
ment of self-harm. Individuals who witness such
violent behavior may feel hesitant or unwilling to

(a) Bystanders in Aggres-
sion -without indication of
bullying- Threads

(b) Bystanders in Cyberbul-
lying with Low Aggression
(LA) Threads

(c) Bystanders in Cyberbul-
lying with High Aggression
(HA) Threads

Fig. 6: The frequency distribution of bystanders’
roles based on the aggression rate of the threads**

take sides due to the potential danger it poses.
Lastly, our findings indicate that there is a higher
number of bystanders in instances of cyberbullying
with high aggression compared to those with low
aggression. This aligns with previous research on the
bystander effect, which suggests that the presence of
a larger number of bystanders can hinder interven-
tion and support for the victim, leading to a reduced
sense of responsibility among individual bystanders
[14], [15]. Notably, media coverage often highlights
the most extreme incidents involving hundreds or
thousands of bystanders [15].

Based on our findings, we can confidently con-
clude that impartial bystanders have a negative
influence on the aggression rate in cyberbullying
cases, as well as on the instigators involved. This
conclusion is supported by the fact that impartial
bystanders exhibit the second highest frequencies in
cyberbullying instances with low aggression, and the
highest frequencies in bullying cases characterized
by high aggression.

VI. DISSCUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

The paper provides an explanation of the different
phases involved in the annotation process, which
successfully captures the influence of bystanders.
However, there is still much work to be done in
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future research to further explore the impact of
bystanders’ roles. To enhance the value of future
analyses, it is recommended to conduct the anal-
ysis on a larger dataset and involve at least one
labeler with expert domain knowledge. Manual ex-
pansion of the labeled dataset poses challenges and
is resource-intensive. Therefore, the implementation
of automatic labeling techniques is being considered
as an essential approach to efficiently expand the
dataset.

One of the upcoming objectives is to address this
research question: does the inclusion of bystander
roles enhance the effectiveness of cyberbullying
detection models? This examines the usefulness of
bystander roles in cyberbullying detection models.
Through our investigation into the explanation pro-
vided for question 1, we hypothesize that if an-
notators change their assessments after considering
bystander roles, this change can be transferred to
machine learning algorithms. It is worth noting that
training machine learning models on this dataset,
incorporating bystander roles as part of the ground
truth, can enhance their performance compared to
models trained solely on individual tweets with-
out considering bystander roles. To ensure effective
classification, machine learning models must have
well-defined criteria for identifying cyberbullying
instances.Investigating and experimenting with this
aspect will be the focus of future studies.

VII. CONCLUSION

The results of this study emphasize the significant
role that bystander behavior plays in cyberbullying
incidents on Twitter. The study demonstrates that the
perspectives and classification decisions of annota-
tors are influenced by the identification of bystander
roles, indicating the usefulness of this feature for
cyberbullying detection models. The frequency dis-
tribution analysis of bystander roles reveals that
those who agree with the main post and those who
remain impartial are the most commonly observed
types of bystanders. .
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